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Crocodile Banjo (in this form, Mr. Vile refers to Banjo as greeny) is the transformation of Bubblicious
Swamp and the second transformation of Banjo-Kazooie . It is used to get into the Giant Crocodile
head and challenge Mr. Vile who waits inside. This transformation can also safely get past the
Piranha-infested waters of Bubblegloop Swamp, and replaces Banjo's regular claw attack with a
powerful bite ( ) that gets two Honeycombs to drop from most enemies. Designed for alligator clips,
this strip consists of 24 crocodile clips, alligator clips each attached with a solid plastic stay. Ideal for
fixing things to tables and woodwork etc. Great for children's hands-on kits for art and crafts. The
plastic stay, if needed, can be removed. The stay, if necessary, can be replaced with glue. The SKU
for this item is 183521. Two sections of crocodile clips measuring 1.5" x 1.5" that can be attached to
wire. They have a solid plastic stay in the back and six female headers for easy connection to other
components. This is a 2-pack of crocodile clips, each with an alligator (crocodile) clip, a plastic stay in
the back, and six female headers for easy connection to other components. Ideal for fixing things to
tables and woodwork, great for children's hands-on kits for art and crafts. The SKU for this item is
108610. Your choice of four crocodile clips, each with a plastic stay, to attach to wire. Alligator clips,
each with a plastic stay, for fixing things to tables and woodwork.
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